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Introduction
1. We do not need to repeat our fundamental concerns with the Local Plan, its lack of
evidence to support the strategy and selection of sites with particular regard to
Steep. Our points below relate to matters that have emerged since our original
submissions to the Regulation 19 Local Plan which we consider for the Inspector to
be aware when considering matters relating to Steep.
Steep Parish Council
2. Unfortunately, it has come to our attention that Steep Parish Council has been acted
with a conflict of interest in the Local Plan process and in its representations to the
Local Plan. This has further highlighted the shortcomings and flawed approach of
SDNPA’s own Local Plan making process.
3. In Steep Parish Council’s representations to the Regulation 19 Plan (see Representor
ID 53, comment # 367 submitted 14 November 2017) the PC states that “The
Trustees of the Steep War Memorial Village Club (the charity which is responsible for
the Village Hall) also support this change.” What they failed to mention is that the
Steep Parish Council is the only Trustee of the Steep War Memorial Village Club. This
has been confirmed by checking Charities Commission records.

4. This is misleading given that the PC is effectively in control of part of the site on land
south of Church Road.
5. As the Inspector will be aware, the only way that potential sites for consideration as
Local Green Spaces could be put forward was either through a Neighbourhood Plan
or where an NDP is not being prepared, it must have been put forward by the Parish
Council. Steep is not currently in the process of preparing a NDP therefore the only
opportunity for candidate Local Green Spaces to be considered by SDNPA was
through sites being put forward by Steep Parish Council.
6. As we understand it, the request for potential Local Green Spaces was sent to Steep
Parish Council by SDNPA and the PC did not put forward any sites for consideration.
There was no consultation by SDNPA or the PC on this matter, nor was there any
evidence prepared by either organisation to consider what the green space needs of
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the village were. Given that Local Green Spaces are the only potential green space
designation in the Local Plan this is a complete failing of the Local Plan to consider or
make adequate provision for green space in the village. Throughout this process there
was never a mention in the Council’s SHLAA or other evidence that the site proposed for
a housing allocation was currently designated as a an ‘Open Space / Village Green’ in
currently adopted Development Plan.

7. The site in question meets all of the criteria for being designated as a Local Green
Space as set out in NPPF Paragraph 77 (2012):
“The Local Green Space designation will not be appropriate for most green areas or open
space. The designation should only be used:
•

where the green space is in reasonably close proximity to the community it serves;

•

where the green area is demonstrably special to a local community and holds a
particular local significance, for example because of its beauty, historic significance,
recreational value (including as a playing field), tranquillity or richness of its wildlife;
and

•

where the green area concerned is local in character and is not an extensive tract of
land
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The following historic maps clearly show the historical significance of the site and its historic
cultural heritage use as Allotment gardens for the village.

8. Given that the Parish Council had a conflict of interest it clearly would not have put
forward the site in question as a Local Green Space. As a result, there are no Local
Green Spaces proposed in Steep.
9. Please see the plan below which maps the walking distances from the two public
open spaces in Steep. The only designated open space in the adopted Local Plan
is the site in question south of Church Road.
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Only open space
allocation in Steep
village in adopted
local plan.

10. The following excerpt from the Sites and Settlements: Route Map for housing
allocations (April 2018) indicates landscape sensitivity on the site and how
development here could cause potential harm to the character and settlement
pattern of Steep. Steep is a linear village with built form fronting Church Rd along its
entirety. To accommodate access, a number of dwellings and associated parking,
development of this size and number here would alter forever the historic
settlement pattern of Steep and result in a layout which is not distinctive to the
character of the village.
11. The density that the policy supports would also impact on the existing historic
landscape features: hedges, trees and field pattern. The boundary trees along the
east are likely to be constrained and could result in the loss of boundary trees to
accommodate development.
12. The established native hedgerow along the boundary of Church Road would have to
be removed to allow for access to the development and/ or individual dwellings.
13. The existing biodiverse rich ditch/water course running (source- Ashford Hangers)
north south along the site would inevitably be removed to accommodate access into
the site and result in unacceptable hardstanding.
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14. The following assessment Appendix C: summary site assessments for the SHLAA
2016 shows the total number of dwellings for both the excluded EA152 Land adj.
Steep Village Hall and EA153 Land on south side of Church Road close to junction
with Mill Lane (which now together form SD93) has potential for 8 dwellings. The
number allocated in the policy 8-12 dwellings is therefore wholly unjustified.

15. The Settlement Context Study for Steep (2017) shows that there are significant open
and unfiltered views out of the site and views out of the settlement which may be
obstructed by future development. It also shows significant green infrastructure on
the eastern edge of the site, which could also be compromised by development.
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Settlement Context Study
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Open Space Sports and recreation study by East Hants District Council:
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16. In their representation, the Steep Parish Council also states that the site “has long
been recognised as one of the better potential areas for modest development in
Steep” this is at best disingenuous. The Church Road location has been a source of
significant controversy in the village for more than 15 years. There has been no
public consultation on changing its current status within the Local Plan from
‘Informal Open Space/ Village Green to one that allows for the development of 8-12
commercial houses. Furthermore, in the most recent Steep Parish Plan (2012),
adopted by the Steep Parish Council, a ‘range of uses’ was considered, with no one
selected. Indeed, one option was “leaving it as it is!”. See list below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a building or covered space for people to meet which could provide refreshments;
the opportunity to sell local produce;
a National Park visitor centre/information point.
Additional car parking;
gardening allotments;
housing;
an orchard;
a village shop/post office;
a village green and
leaving it as it is!

Finally, the Steep Parish Plan records “a wish by many residents to create a more
effective centre to the village”, for the land South of Church Road, which would be
for “community benefit”.
Thomas Harding
Save Our Village Green
30 November 2018
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